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MORE AMERICANS ARE ENJOYING FREE WI-FI ACCESS
Wireless Company’s Partnership with Municipal Service Providers and Community Wireless Networks
Empowers More Residents to Access the Internet
Solana Beach, CA, June 23, 2006 – More people are enjoying free wireless Internet access thanks to
proliferating municipal hotzones and community wireless networks. Once restricted to major metropolitan areas,
these networks are popping up nationwide. Cities make the investment in the hopes of luring high-tech
businesses and residents to town. The signal of current Wi-Fi networks is unfortunately inaccessible beyond
downtown districts. The Super Cantenna, a wireless booster antenna from Wireless Garden, offers an
inexpensive solution. The company is collaborating with municipal wireless service providers making The Super
Cantenna the preferred way to connect to municipal hotzones and free community wireless networks. ““The
Super Cantenna has become a Holy Grail for those looking to find and connect to their city's public network. In
fact, without the Super Cantenna, many citizens would be unable to bridge the digital divide at all,” states Jason
Brook, Wireless Garden’s Founder and President.
The Super Cantenna found its inspiration in the Pringles can antenna. A favorite amongst Wi-Fi enthusiasts,
these homemade “cantennas” secure, share and strengthen wireless Internet signals. The diameter and length
of Pringles cantennas, however, offers only a limited range and channel availability. Brook and his team seized
the opportunity to develop a wider and longer cantenna. The Super Cantenna has 12 decibels of gain in
comparison to the 2 decibels of homemade can antennas. The team also incorporated a high quality, metallic
outer shell for inside and outside use. The result is a sturdier cantenna with a greater range – from 500 feet up
to several miles.
The Super Cantenna’s ease of use makes it perfect for communities impacted by natural disaster. When
residents needed to connect to the rest of the world after Hurricane Katrina, Wireless Garden provided
equipment in the early stages of emergency disaster response. “Not only did Wireless Garden proactively offer
their support - donating as many Cantennas as we could use - they were exceptional, working with us during a
chaotic period and demonstrating agility and celerity at a time when hours mattered,” reveals Sascha Meinrath,
coordinator of the Community Wireless Emergency Response Initiative. “Wireless Garden has been an
exemplar of corporate responsibility, prioritizing public service over profit motive during a grave period of dire
need."
While The Super Cantenna is popular at major stores such as CompUSA and Circuit City, Wireless Garden
remains dedicated to increasing the footprint of community wireless networks and municipal hotzones. The
product - a mainstay of the community wireless movement - is swiftly giving rise to newer, sophisticated
municipal hotzones.
About The Super Cantenna
Super Cantenna, the top wireless boosting antenna, extends the range of existing wireless networks or
connects them to neighboring networks. Sold completely assembled and tested for maximum signal strength
and distance, Super Cantenna eliminates the guesswork associated with homemade cantennas. Super
Cantenna is a product of Wireless Garden. The company leads the way in fostering ubiquitous wireless
connectivity with appearances in Time, The New York Times and PC World. One of the first providers of Wi-Fi
products to those affected by Hurricane Katrina, Wireless Garden firmly believes its products will help bridge the
digital divide. For more information about Super Cantenna, visit their website at www.cantenna.com.
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